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Eventually, you will certainly discover a new experience and success by spending more cash. yet when?
attain you allow that you require to acquire those every needs in the manner of having significantly cash?
Why dont you try to get something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will guide you to
comprehend even more in this area the globe, experience, some places, subsequent to history, amusement,
and a lot more?
It is your unconditionally own period to pretend reviewing habit. accompanied by guides you could enjoy
now is Governmental And Nonprofit Accounting Tenth Edition below.

Accounting for Governmental and Nonprofit Entities May 29 2022 Accounting and financial reporting
for government and Not-for-Profit Entities.
Accountability and Social Accounting for Social and Non-profit Organizations Apr 03 2020 This book
addresses the issues and functioning of accounting and accountability for social and non-profit organizations.
It presents research papers that address the limitations of conventional accounting, the meaning of
accountability, and the potential of social and environmental accounting for these organizations.
Nonprofit Accounting and Financial Reporting Jun 25 2019

Governmental and Nonprofit Accounting Jan 25 2022 Governmental and Nonprofit Accounting, Revised
Sixth Edition provides a better balance between theory and practice than other texts, with the most up-to-date
coverage. It provides readers with a thorough basis for understanding the logic for and nature of all of the
funds and account groups of a government, with a unique approach that enables readers to grasp the entire
accounting and reporting framework for a government before focusing on specific individual fund types and
account groups. Includes coverage of the new reporting model standard: GASB Statement 34. Includes
illustrations of government-wide financial statements and fund-based financial statements presented using the
major fund approach. Points out the major changes required from the current guidance and explains and
illustrates the requirements of the new model. Explains and illustrates the GASB Statement 31. Contains the
latest revision of OMB Circular A-133 on single audits. Appropriate for undergraduate Accounting courses,
such as Governmental Accounting, Public Sector accounting, Government and Nonprofit Accounting, and
Fund Accounting.
Governmental and Nonprofit Accounting Apr 27 2022 For accounting students enrolled in a governmental
and nonprofit accounting course. This is a comprehensive textbook that is written through the eyes of the
learner to prepare them for professional government and not-for-profit accounting practice and the CPA
exam.
Accounting for Governmental and Nonprofit Organizations Oct 29 2019
Research in Governmental and Nonprofit Accounting Feb 11 2021 "Research in Governmental and Nonprofit
Accounting" is the only academic book dedicated exclusively to governmental and nonprofit accounting and
reporting issues. The purpose of "Research in Governmental and Nonprofit Accounting" is to stimulate and
report high-quality research on a wide range of governmental and nonprofit accounting topics. Volume 12
contains ten research manuscripts, presented in order of acceptance. In addition, the volume contains a
monograph by Gordon and Khumawala. Describing varying theories of reporting by nonprofit organizations,

this monograph is well suited for students studying accounting theory. Articles appearing in "Research in
Governmental and Nonprofit Accounting" are unsolicited and subject to anonymous review.
Wiley Not-for-Profit GAAP 2020 Nov 30 2019 Ensure that your not-for-profit accounting is airtight for
2020 Not-for profit organizations have unique characteristics, so they must adhere to a specific set of
generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP). Wiley Not-For-Profit GAAP 2020 provides practical
guidance on how to identify and apply the relevant standards. This guide is indispensable for professionals
responsible for preparing and auditing not-for-profit accounts. You will learn how to interpret the relevant
accounting principles and how to apply them, all while minimizing unnecessary effort and eliminating
potentially costly errors. This comprehensive yet concise text thoroughly examines the latest standards for
measurement, presentation, and disclosure related to not-for-profits. It covers the Financial Accounting
Standards Board (FASB) Accounting Standards Codification, all relevant Accounting Standards Updates,
and other guidance that applies to not-for-profit organizations, particularly that of the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants (AICPA). With this unrivalled reference tool, your not-for-profit GAAP
questions are answered. Easily understand the latest not-for-profit GAAP with visual aids, including
flowcharts, diagrams, and illustrations Navigate complex requirements and ensure completeness of GAAP
disclosures Stay current with all not-for-profit accounting pronouncements, including FASB, AICPA, and
more Enjoy practical, user-friendly guidance on applying the relevant accounting standards in your not-forprofit organization With Wiley Not-For-Profit GAAP 2020, you can be assured you have the most current,
comprehensive accounting information that applies to nonprofit organizations. Stay in compliance and ensure
timely, accurate reporting with this authoritative volume.
The Simplified Guide to Not-for-Profit Accounting, Formation, and Reporting Nov 10 2020 A complete
and easy to understand guide to the fundamentals of how not-for-profit organizations are formed and run, as
well as their structure and the unique accounting and reporting issues they face. Providing you with a

comprehensive understanding of how to maintain the "books" of a typical nonprofit entity and comply with
numerous reporting requirements, The Simplified Guide to Not-for-Profit Accounting, Formation &
Reporting equips you with everything you need to know to form a Not-For-Profit, setup an accounting
system, record financial transactions and report to donors and regulatory bodies. Topics include: Step-by-step
guide to forming a Not-For-Profit and applying for tax exemption Becoming familiar with unique Not-ForProfit accounting rules such as classifying contributions/grants and recording restrictions, allocation of
expenses to programs and supporting services and investment classification and reporting Budget
development, payroll processing and accounting for personnel costs Shows how to prepare and understand
required Not-For-Profit financial statement and their components Provides you with a broad understanding of
the numerous filing requirement required by donors, grantors and government regulatory agencies Practical
and comprehensive in scope, The Simplified Guide to Not-for-Profit Accounting, Formation & Reporting
offers a wealth of practical information to accountants and non-accountants alike for understanding Not-ForProfit financial transactions, financial statements and the many internal and external reports they must
prepare.
Governmental and Nonprofit Accounting Oct 02 2022 For courses in governmental and nonprofit
accounting. A practice-approach that prepares you for professional government and nonprofit accounting
Written through the eyes of the learner, Governmental and Nonprofit Accounting prepares you for
professional government, not-•for-•profit accounting practice, and the CPA exam. This comprehensive, up-todate textbook covers state and local government, federal government, and not-for-profit organization
accounting, financial reporting, and auditing, and prepares you well for real-world practice. The 11th Edition
emphasizes that what you learn in the accounting classroom should correlate highly with what you must
understand and apply on the CPA exam and as professional accountants. Its updated content reflects recent
changes that have had significant impact on the world of accounting today.

Sarbanes-Oxley for Nonprofits Aug 27 2019 A complete guide to leveraging the power ofSarbanes-Oxley-specifically for nonprofits The first book to discuss the implications of Sarbanes-Oxleylegislation as it relates
to nonprofit organizations,Sarbanes-Oxley for Nonprofits is an essential guide for allnonprofit executives and
boards who want to know how the newlegislation can enhance their organization's mission. By establishing a
"platinum standard" of operations and governancewithin nonprofit organizations, executives and board
members willbe better equipped to attract high-quality staff and board members,as well as the attention of
donors and other potential fundingsources. Sarbanes-Oxley for Nonprofits presents the best practicesthat
have emerged from the Public Company Accounting Reform andInvestor Protection Act (Sarbanes-Oxley) in
a manner that explainstheir source and value to the nonprofit organization. Written for both small and large
nonprofits, Sarbanes-Oxley forNonprofits includes: * Practices intended to establish a "platinum standard"
ofoperations and governance within the nonprofit * Coverage of audits, financial statements, board activities
anddecision making, how to teach board members to read and interpretfinancial statements, conflicts of
interest, whistle-blowerprotection, and how to leverage these standards to gain acompetitive advantage *
Sarbanes-Oxley best practices and the organizationalculture * Sample documents, forms, and checklists to
introduce these bestpractices into any nonprofit organization * And much more!
How to Read Nonprofit Financial Statements Sep 08 2020 EXPERT GUIDANCE ON HOW TO READ,
INTERPRET, AND USE NONPROFIT FINANCIAL STATEMENTS—UPDATED TO INCLUDE THE
NEW FASB STANDARD FOR NONPROFIT FINANCIAL REPORTING Whether you’re a nonprofit
executive unfamiliar with the language of financial statements or a seasoned pro, this book is the only guide
you’ll need to correctly interpret those critical documents, refresh your skills and familiarize yourself with
the new FASB nonprofit reporting standards. The intent behind the recent FASB accounting standards update
was to improve the clarity and usefulness of nonprofit financial statements. But making sense of those
statements can still be tough for the uninitiated. Accountants and non-accountants who use and prepare

nonprofit financial statements need guidance on how to interpret and implement these new FASB standards.
Written for both audiences, this book: Clearly defines accounting terminology and concepts, while offering
numerous examples of financial statements reflecting both the old and new FASB standards Steers you, lineby-line, through financial reports, providing in-depth explanations of the differences between the old and new
standards Provides numerous illustrations to help you quickly feel at home with the format of nonprofit
financial statements Offers exercises to help you gain insight into the core concepts of nonprofit financial
statements and reinforce your command of those concepts In addition to the new FASB standards, this
expanded edition includes: A new chapter on reserves, a long-standing challenge for nonprofits A new
section on general financial analysis, outlining what financial statement readers should look for to stay
informed and satisfy their responsibility regardless of their role A new chapter on benchmarking to help
nonprofits measure performance against industry peers How to Read Nonprofit Financial Statements, Third
Edition is an invaluable resource for anyone who reads, interprets, or prepares these all-important documents.
Bookkeeping for Nonprofits Sep 01 2022 BOOKKEEPING FOR NONPROFITS Bookkeeping for
Nonprofits is a hands-on guide that offers nonprofit leaders, managers, and staff the tools they need to create
and maintain a complete and accurate set of accounting records. This much-needed resource provides those
with little or no bookkeeping experience with practical advice in a highly accessible format. Written by
Murray Dropkin and Jim Halpin, Bookkeeping for Nonprofits is a step-by-step introduction to keeping
accounting records, which form the foundation for a nonprofit organization's financial reports, tax returns,
budgets, cash forecasts, and grant proposals. Using this volume as a guide, nonprofit leaders and staff will be
able to set up books with or without accounting software and ensure that the records meet the needs of their
organization. Bookkeeping for Nonprofits is a comprehensive resource that Discusses how transactions
provide day-to-day information for tracking cash balances and cash requirements Shows how transactions
provide information to management and the board of directors for budgeting and other essential tasks

Explains basic bookkeeping concepts, such as the accounting equation, the chart of accounts, and income and
expense tracking Guides readers through the nuts and bolts of recording a transaction Provides an overview
of alternative recordkeeping methodologies and how to choose among them Designed to be easy to use, the
book is filled with illustrations and checklists. "Bookkeeping for Nonprofits is the remarkable new guide for
a new generation of accounting challenges bookkeepers face every day." —Frances Hesselbein, chairman
and founding president, Leader to Leader Institute "Bookkeeping for Nonprofits provides a rare combination
of consummate professionalism and clear, accessible writing. Underlying the wealth of technical information
lies a great deal of wisdom. The authors have found a way to translate their enormous, on-the-ground
experience into usable, actionable policies, procedures, and practices. It is a book that gives all you need to
create a fiscally responsible agency with the bonus of helping you become a better manager and a wiser
person." —Peter Block, business consultant and author of Flawless Consulting and The Empowered Manager
"Bookkeeping for Nonprofits provides an excellent understanding of the practical application of bookkeeping
in the real work environment." —Ron Werthman, vice president, finance/treasurer and CFO, Johns Hopkins
Health System, The Johns Hopkins Hospital "This is a wonderful book that every bookkeeper in a nonprofit
organization should have." —Eusebio David, fiscal director, Federation of Multicultural Programs, Inc.
Financial Accounting and Managerial Control for Nonprofit Organizations Aug 08 2020 Designed to
provide students who are not specializing in accountancy with an overview of the financial management and
accountancy skills required by non-profit-making groups. Emphasis is placed on the user of the financial
information, rather than the accountant.
What Counts Nov 22 2021 How do nonprofit organizations add value to communities? How can they create
social capital out of the money invested in them? Can nonprofits and cooperatives measure their social
performance and make their business case? How can nonprofits measure their outputs with more accuracy?
This book answers these questions and more.

Accounting for Governmental and Nonprofit Entities Dec 12 2020 This textbook provides comprehensive
coverage of accounting and financial reporting for all levels of government and not-for-profit organizations,
as well as governmental auditing and performance measurement. This fifteenth edition offers two Webaccessible computerized cumulative problems; has been revised to reflect contemporary guidance from the
GASB, FASB, FASAB, GAO, OMB, AICPA, and IRS; features new questions, cases, exercises, and
problems; and includes expanded coverage of post-employment benefits, major fund reporting, investments
and derivatives, IRS Form 990, and budgeting and performance management.
Accounting and Budgeting in Public and Nonprofit Organizations Jan 13 2021 Essential accounting advice
for the nonprofit sphere Public and nonprofit organizations face as number of unique issues in areas related to
financial management. From special accounting rules to unpredictable cash flow, there exist a host of
opportunities to either succeed or fail — especially as regulations continue to evolve. Accounting and
Budgeting in Public and Nonprofit Organizations: A Manger's Guide provides much-needed guidance on all
aspects of money management. Expert discussion details rules, regulations, best practices, documentation,
and more, to help managers enable their organizations to further the mission and stretch donation dollars.
Governmental and Nonprofit Accounting Jun 17 2021 This is the eBook of the printed book and may not
include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book.
This is a comprehensive textbook that is written through the eyes of the learner to prepare them for
professional government and not-for-profit accounting practice and the CPA exam.
Nonprofit Bookkeeping and Accounting For Dummies Nov 03 2022 Your hands-on guide to keeping
great records and keeping your nonprofit running smoothly Need to get your nonprofit books in order? This
practical guide has everything you need to know to operate your nonprofit according to generally accepted
accounting principles (GAAP) — from documenting transactions and budgeting to filing taxes, preparing
financial statements, and much more. You’ll see how to stay organized, keep records, and be prepared for an

audit. Begin with the basics — understand common financial terms, choose your accounting methods, and
work with financial statements Balance your nonprofit books — set up a chart of accounts, record
transactions, plan your budget, and balance your cash flow Get the 4-1-1 on federal grants — find grants and
apply for them, track and account for federal dollars, and prepare for a grant audit Stay in good standing with
Uncle Sam — set up payroll accounts for employees, calculate taxes and deductions, and complete tax forms
Close out your books — prepare the necessary financial statements, know which accounts to close, and
prepare for the next accounting cycle Know what to do if you get audited — form an internal audit
committee, follow IRS rules of engagement, and keep an immaculate paper trail Open the book and find: The
difference between bookkeeping and accounting How to maintain a manual or computer record-keeping
system Ten vital things to know when keeping the books Do’s and don’ts of managing federal grant money
How to prepare for an audit of your financial statements IRS Form 990 good practices The most common
errors found during nonprofit audits How to figure out employee payroll deductions and taxes
Readings in Governmental and Nonprofit Accounting Sep 28 2019
Nonprofit Accounting & Financial Statements Aug 20 2021 Guide to nonprofit accounting and financial
statements. Teaches how money enters the organization as donations and grants and then exits the
organization as expenses or capital purchases. Shows how nonprofit financial transactions are recorded and
how summaries are prepared and presented to stakeholders. No prior accounting knowledge required.
Accounting for Governmental & Nonprofit Entities Jul 31 2022
Financial and Accounting Guide for Not-for-Profit Organizations Oct 22 2021 A completely revised and
expanded edition of the nonprofit industry finance and accounting standard Filled with authoritative advice
on the financial reporting, accounting, and control situations unique to not-for-profit organizations, Financial
and Accounting Guide for Not-for-Profit Organizations, Eighth Edition is recognized by professionals as the
industry standard reference on not-for-profit finance and accounting. Prepared by the

PricewaterhouseCoopers Not-for-Profit Industry Services Group, the book includes accounting, tax, and
reporting guidelines for different types of organizations, step-by-step procedures and forms, and more. A new
chapter on public debt has also been added. Presents the latest updates to regulatory reporting and disclosure
changes in recent years Reflects the totally revamped and revised AICPA accounting and audit guide for notfor-profit organizations Addresses concerns of all nonprofit organizations, including health and welfare
organizations, colleges and universities, churches and other religious organizations, libraries, museums, and
other smaller groups Includes step-by-step procedures and forms, detailed explanations of financial
statements, and a how-to section on setting up and keeping the books Financial and Accounting Guide for
Not-for-Profit Organizations, Eighth Edition is the completely revised and expanded new edition of the
bestselling not-for-profit accounting guide.
Governmental and Nonprofit Accounting Jan 01 2020 For accounting students enrolled in a governmental
and nonprofit accounting course. This is a comprehensive textbook that is written through the eyes of the
learner to prepare them for professional government and not-for-profit accounting practice and the CPA
exam. *
ISE Accounting for Governmental and Nonprofit Entities Sep 20 2021
Research in Governmental and Nonprofit Accounting May 17 2021 The purpose of Research in
Governmental and Nonprofit Accounting is to stimulate and report high-quality research on a wide range of
governmental and nonprofit accounting issues.
Governmental and Nonprofit Accounting Jan 31 2020
Using QuickBooks Online for Nonprofit Organizations & Churches Jul 07 2020 Learn how to use the
popular QuickBooks Online in a nonprofit or religious environment. Lisa London, CPA, takes the nonaccountant step by step through the process. Join over 10,000 readers of The Accountant Beside You series
for assistance with your organization's accounting needs.

Nonprofit Accounting: A Practitioner's Guide Feb 23 2022 Nonprofit Accounting provides guidance in how
to create and operate a nonprofit accounting system, close the books, and produce financial statements - all
while operating in accordance with the unique nonprofit accounting standards. Coverage of nonprofit
accounting standards includes revenue recognition, joint costs, split-interest agreements, and mergers and
acquisitions. The book also describes detailed systems of control, budgeting, and ratio analysis to maintain a
proper level of control over funds.
Financial and Accounting Guide for Not-for-Profit Organizations Mar 27 2022 "This Seventh Edition is
filled with authoritative advice on the financial reporting, accounting, and control situations unique to notfor-profit organizations. It contains discussions of the accounting and reporting guidelines for different types
of organizations, complete guidance on tax and compliance reporting requirements, illustrated explanations
of various types of acceptable financial statements, and much more!"--Publisher's Website.
Nonprofit Accounting & Financial Statements Dec 24 2021 Most popular book on the nonprofit financial
governance directed at non-financial board members, management, and staff.
Nonprofit Accounting: Third Edition: A Practitioner's Guide Jun 29 2022 This practical guide shows how to
create and operate a nonprofit accounting system and produce financial statements, all while operating in
accordance with nonprofit accounting standards. The book walks the accountant through basic nonprofit
accounting concepts and then discusses more advanced topics, including budgeting, controls, revenue
recognition, joint costs, split-interest agreements, tax reporting, and mergers and acquisitions. In short, the
book offers a wealth of information for understanding nonprofit transactions and financial statements.
Nonprofit Financial Management Jul 19 2021 A timely, practical, and concise handbook of best practices
for nonprofit financial management In 2010 an estimated 325,000 charities, membership groups, and trade
associations?with small nonprofits disproportionately represented?stand to lose their tax exemptions for
failure to comply with financial management requirements. Nonprofit Financial Management: A Practical

Guide is a timely, functional, and concise handbook of best practices for nonprofit organizations of every
size. Addresses federal reporting requirements and discusses methods to decrease expenses, ensure
accounting control, increase revenues through professional cash management, and understand budget
statements Explains how to read financial statements and analyze a nonprofit's financial condition by using
the most recent IRS 990 reporting form Covers the full range of financial-management topics, including
accounting, internal controls, auditing, evaluating financial condition, budgeting, cash management and
banking, purchasing and contracting, borrowing and risk management Written in an easy-to-read style, with
more than 100 exhibits, this book is essential for every nonprofit financial manager.
Finance Fundamentals for Nonprofits, with Website May 05 2020 A complete guide to the financial
requirements a nonprofit organization must follow to indefinitely maintain the volume and quality of their
services An organization may have plenty of capacity in the long run, but in the short run, donor restrictions
and limited financing options are constraining. Here-and-now liquid assets are the only resources available.
Finance Fundamentals for Nonprofits: Building Capacity and Sustainability shows how to measure a
nonprofit organization's financial capacity in different time frames and how to measure its ability to sustain
capacity in each case. Explains how nonprofits differ from businesses and how they promote values-centered
management Reveals how to improve financial capacity and sustainability Written by a nonprofit scholar
Filled with real-world case studies and actionable advice relating financial health to financial capacity and
sustainability, this book is essential reading for every nonprofit professional.
Governmental and Non-profit Accounting Mar 03 2020 This book provides a thorough basis for
understanding the entire governmental accounting and reporting framework for all funds and account groups.
All content is up-to-date, with the latest GASB standards, the latest FASB and AICPA guidance on
accounting and reporting for not-for-profit organizations, and the latest changes in federal government
accounting and reporting. This incredibly comprehensive yet readable book starts with an overview of

governmental and nonprofit accounting basics, and is then divided into 3 sections: state and local government
accounting and reporting; federal and not-for-profit organization accounting and reporting; and public sector
auditing. The recent principle standard, GASB Statement 34, is discussed and applied throughout. For
governmental accountants, nonprofit group accountants, and accountants in not-for-profit organizations.
Audit and Accounting Guide Jul 27 2019 From financial reporting to revenue recognition to grants and
contracts to auditor report changes, you have a lot going on in the not-for-profit financial arena right now.
Whether you're already an expert in NFP audit and accounting standards or just getting started, this is the
practical guidance you need. This must-have resource for nonprofits accounting and auditing professionals is
an essential reference that will assist you with the unique aspects of accounting and financial statement
preparation and auditing for not-for-profit entities. It will help you with the following Understand and
implement recent updates and changes, including those related to financial reporting, revenue recognition,
and grants and contracts Gain a full understanding of the accounting issues unique to not-for-profit entities
Assist in the implementation of auditor report changes.
Bookkeeping Basics Apr 15 2021 Bookkeeping Basics No trained bookkeeper on staff? No problem. Many
nonprofits don't have a trained bookkeeper on staff. This crucial function goes to whoever has the time and
the willingness to do it. Lack of accounting training or background is not only frustrating for the individual,
but also potentially risky for the nonprofit. Bookkeeping Basics will enable you to successfully meet the
basic bookkeeping requirements of your organization. It gives you the knowledge and skills to track the
financial activity of your nonprofit in a way that brings order out of chaos, safeguards the organization's
assets, and provides useful information for making sound decisions. Clearly defines what you most need to
know In plain language, the book explains concepts and processes you most need to know, including: singleversus double-entry bookkeeping; cash versus accrual basis accounting; posting financial transactions;
keeping a ""paper trail"" of source documents; preparing a trial balance; creating financial statements;

establishing internal controls; preparing for your annual audit; and closing out your fiscal year. Step-by-step
instructions, clear definitions of terms, and detailed examples help you put concepts into actions.
Reproducible forms include an accounts payable register, accounts receivable register, accounts receivable
register, general ledger, financial summary form, grant tracking form, internal controls activity flow chart,
and an audit preparation checklist. Bottom line: If you're the bookkeeper for your nonprofit--by choice or
default--this book is for you!
Nonprofit Accounting for Volunteers, Treasurers, and Bookkeepers Mar 15 2021 Nonprofit accounting can
be difficult for small not-for-profit organizations. Lisa London, CPA, takes readers step by step through how
to set up a bookkeeping system, how to navigate the IRS rules and regulations around donor
acknowledgments, accountable reimbursement plans, and how to file payroll and other annual reports.
Unrelated Business Income Tax (UBIT) is explained in detail and Lisa also steps the reader through filing out
the 990 EZ and the 990 T forms.
Nonprofit Accounting Oct 10 2020 Nonprofit Accounting provides guidance in how to create and operate a
nonprofit accounting system, close the books, and produce financial statements - all while operating in
accordance with the unique nonprofit accounting standards. Coverage of nonprofit accounting standards
includes revenue recognition, joint costs, split-interest agreements, and mergers and acquisitions. The book
also describes detailed systems of control, budgeting, and ratio analysis to maintain a proper level of control
over funds.
Loose-Leaf for Accounting for Governmental & Nonprofit Entities Jun 05 2020 For more than 60 years,
Accounting for Governmental & Nonprofit Entities has led the market in governmental accounting. It is a
comprehensive government and not-for-profit accounting text, written for students who will be auditing and
working in public and not-for-profit sector entities. Originally published in 1951 and written by Professor R.
M. Mikesell, this book and the many subsequent editions revised by Professors Leon Hay, Earl Wilson,

Susan Kattelus, Jacqueline Reck, Suzanne Lowensohn, and Daniel Neely have given generations of
instructors and students a comprehensive knowledge of the specialized accounting and financial reporting
practices of government and not-for-profit organizations, as well as an understanding of how those
organizations can better meet the information needs of a diverse set of financial statement users and decision
makers. The vision of the early authors continues to be reflected in this 19th edition, and their strategy of
providing a large and innovative set of instructional support materials prepared and tested in the classroom
by the authors continues to be a guiding principle today. The current author team brings to this edition their
extensive experience teaching government and not-for-profit courses as well as insights gained from their
professional experience, scholarly writing, and professional activities. The result is a relevant and accurate
text that includes the most effective instructional tools.
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